Host H-2 genotype regulates the metastatic ability of H-2-associated variants of B16 melanoma: defense systems screening for absence of self H-2 components by natural killer cells and host-associated homing barrier.
The mechanisms of host H-2-associated resistance against metastasis of tumor cells were evaluated in relation to the H-2 phenotype of tumor cells. We used H-2 heterozygous H-2a/b and H-2d/b, and H-2 homozygous H-2b/b hosts, and H-2-associated variant lines of B16 cells (H-2b+, H-2b-). In H-2b/b hosts, H-2+ cells were highly metastatic in vivo, and were resistant to host NK effectors in vitro. Therefore, H-2a/b and H-2d/b hosts showed resistance to metastasis of H-2+ cells and their effectors showed killing activity to these cells in vitro. Though the host resistance was reduced by anti-asialo GM1 serum treatment, these hosts continued to demonstrate a considerable resistance against early survival and metastasis of the B16 cells. To evaluate this natural resistance, aside from the NK system, radiation bone marrow chimeras of F1-parental combinations were used. The data suggest that host MHC-associated resistance involves not only the NK defense system but also the host environmental resistance. Both exert resistance by recognizing the H-2 mismatch in relation to the host.